A Year in a Farm’s Life

Here

at Julian Dairy Farm in north central
Wisconsin, summer is definitely upon us. We
consider June to be a transition month between
spring and summer, depending on the weather,
and I included June in the last issue’s installment
of looking back at 2017 on Julian Dairy Farm. So
now we look back at July, August, and September.
These months tend to be very busy. America’s
Rural Yesterday 2017 appointment calendar has a
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great quote for the second week of July. Sophocles
says, “Without labor, nothing prospers.” So true
– the sun and rain makes the crops and garden
grow, but we people better do our part to weed
and harvest the bounty. During the first week
of July (which started wet and cold, but quickly
turned hot), winter’s snow and cold seemed far
away. Yet, we always maintain a sense of urgency
of harvesting and storing the field and garden
yields. We spend April through October preparing
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PART THREE: SUMMER & FALL
by Katrina Julian

for the months the animals need to rely on stored
feed. This could be October through May. And, as
Jason says, “When summer falls on a weekend we
have a picnic!”
The spring was cool and wet, and, apparently,
mustard likes those conditions because our newly
planted oat field grew to be a beautiful shade of
yellow! Mustard is an obnoxious weed and loves
to reseed itself. Since there was no way we could
pull all the mustard weeds by hand, we abandoned
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the plan of our oats making it to combining time
for use as grain and straw. So we mowed all 20
acres of oats/mustard for use as a forage. We
baled and wrapped it as balage; so it wasn’t a loss,
just a change of plans. I wasn’t sure what we’d
do for bedding, though, since now we didn’t have
straw.
Work continued on the new 80-foot-x-140-foot
compost hoop barn. Water and electrical lines
were dug. Our older sons Aaron, 17, and Joshua, 15,
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Chickens raised for meat.
helped the contractors with that. The boys learned,
and the work went faster, so the contractor’s hourly
rates could be less. The meat birds we started as
chicks earlier that spring were ready for butchering,
so we got them butchered and in the freezer. The
next batch will be future egg layers, and this year’s
third batch will be meat birds and will be started
soon.
The temperatures really warmed up, and the heat
and moisture made the crops grow quickly. By heat,
I mean temps in the 80s. We rarely hit 90 here, but
it’s a humid heat! During the second week of July
we mowed and baled into balage 23 acres of peas/
oats. It had grown quite tall, and the heavier winds
and rains had lodged it. Our round baler gets quite
the workout; we really depend on it. By this time
each year it makes about 500 bales. Should it break
down and not get repaired immediately, our crop is
in danger of being wasted. And we can’t afford to
waste anything. A bearing went out of the main shaft,
and, since our equipment is older and “obsolete,” the
part would take five to six days to get here, which we
couldn’t wait on. After much Internet research and
many phone calls, Jason and his mom left with the
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truck and trailer for southern Illinois. They found a
new, mint-condition 35-year-old round baler. Down in
grain country, it hadn’t seen the volume of bales our
poor old baler had endured up here in dairy country.
Jason drove 10 hours that night in the old farm truck
with no air conditioning but plenty of engine heat
coming up through the floor boards. They drove
to within one hour of the new baler where they
got a hotel room. The dealer opened at 7 the next
morning so Jason left the hotel at 6, Cathy stayed to
swim at the pool, and he was back to the hotel at 9
with a new baler loaded and strapped down for the
return 10-hour trip home. The next morning a huge
end loader unloaded the baler off the trailer, and the
peas/oats got baled, wrapped and saved. We were
really glad to rest that Sunday!
By the second week of July, we were able to start
pouring concrete for the new barn. This was a family
affair, as the boys learned how to pour curbs and
set posts at a 10-foot center so they are plumb and
straight. The curb and posts were for the headlocks
and feed manger area. Jason planned and built four
barns over the years, but the boys were quite small
or not even born then. We both enjoy working with
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concrete and believe it’s an important basic skill to
teach our kids. Also, whatever we can do on our own
helps keep the costs down! So Aaron, Joshua, and
Michael, 9, learned a lot about precise measurements,
accurate leveling, forming curbs and working with
concrete while I mowed more hay.
During this time, many Amish men had been
working on our neighbor Rudy’s new dairy barn to
replace the one destroyed by a barn fire last month.
They were also pouring concrete and planning,
building, tearing down and cleaning up. It was a
massive job after an incredibly destructive barn fire.
There were enough tasks to keep everyone busy.
The new barn was ready to milk cows in by July 15th.
Exactly 21 days from when the Holsteins stepped
off the trailers to be milked and cared for here, they
got loaded back up and headed home. It was a good
day. We could concentrate on our tasks and Rudy’s
farm could be made whole again. Truly an amazing
example of cooperation all the way around! Later
that day, we baled 42 more peas/oats balage bales.
The summer weather turned hot and beautiful for
a couple weeks. So we cultivated corn for the last
time that season. There were some flooded spots,

but we’d see what would happen by fall. Jason also
foliar fertilized with an organic solution to help give
the crops nutrients their water logged roots were
not able to pull out of the soil at that time. It really
seemed to give the corn a boost, and the cultivating
helped get air into the soil. We spent some time in
the garden too.
After the concrete forms were taken off the curbs
and the concrete dried and hardened, Jason and
the boys put up new forms for the flat work. Then
we poured concrete for the storage area, feed aisle
and manger. Along with our family crew, our good
friends and neighbors, Aaron and Abner Stoltzfus,
came and helped pour 40 yards of concrete in three
hours that Thursday. That was a productive time. I
did the usual noon watering of horses that day, and
all was good. But by 5 p.m. Billings (our stud horse)
was struggling, down and in pain.
Our horse vet came out and put in an IV. He was
obviously sick and hurting. We didn’t know what was
wrong but tried to get him moving and drinking water
and give him comfort somehow. We also poured
more concrete for the manure aisle that day with
the help of neighbors Rudy, Daniel and Fred. It was a

Cathy trowels the concrete while Jason ensures the posts are plumb while Michael watches. Headlock sections will
be later hung between the posts to accomodate the farm's dairy cattle.
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disconcerting day not knowing the diagnosis or what
to do for Billings. The vet came out again to use an
IV, insert a stomach tube and sedate him. We got
Billings as a yearling, and he had turned out to be a
good, reliable worker. He had the stereotypical calm
Brabant mind. He bred our mares, and his first colt,
Ricky, was born last year. He worked in almost every
hitch as well as in the woods. Jason often used him
to skid trees. Logging single forms a strong bond of
trust and cooperation between man and horse. Even
to the point of Billings anticipating the next move
or command and Jason almost reading his mind.
Billings was good with other people as well; Joshua
and I worked with him often. Billings also showed
kindness and patience to the autistic boy at the Civil
War reenactment day in May. These were some of the
thoughts going through our minds as we tried to help
Billings keep up the good fight. We could feel his pain
as surely as if it was ours. We saw that there was no
more hope for recovery so the vet took some blood
samples and put him down. Jason was devastated.
That was a gut-wrenching time, and, yet, we felt a
little relief that he wasn’t hurting anymore. The official
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report came back saying a toxin had been released in
his GI tract. His whole body was overwhelmed and
shut down. Fluids pooled in the intestines, and the
liver and kidney had shut down and were toxic. The
vet said it was a strain of clostridium from the wet
year.
The frequent rains and resulting mud also brought
about several cases of foot rot in our cows. We haven’t
had foot rot in well over a decade since we took the
cows out of the free stall barn and went to rotational
grazing. Nor have we needed a hoof trimmer in all
that time. But about five cows came down with foot
rot. So we took care of them organically, and all
eventually healed.
Aaron, Joshua, Michael and Grandma Cathy took
a much needed vacation in late July to the Chicago
Museum of Science and Industry. It was part of a
coach bus tour scheduled for summer. They went to
the big city for a day and stayed in a hotel for two
nights. They saw many new things but were glad to
come back home and go fishing in our pond.
My Uncle Ken and Aunt Jan came to visit. They
ended up helping us bale small squares of hay. Baling
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Pouring and leveling concrete for the feed aisle.

Michael provides extra weight on the concrete bullﬂoat.
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Aaron, Joshua and Jason install the headlock sections for their new barn.
dry hay is the epitome of summer! Around here it
should be done in July and maybe August. By August
the nights start to cool off, and there’s more dew. We
were offered 60 more acres of hay. We jumped at
that offer and made many large squares, rounds and
small squares of dry hay. Most of these bales were
only fit for bedding since it was a first cutting made
in late July and was quite woody and weedy. Because
of the whole mustard-in-the-oats infestation earlier
this year, we were really grateful for all this bedding.
Much of it was used in the compost barn. This
great weather made another good day for the final
concrete pour in the new barn area. This was for the
approaches to each of the drive through doors. We
got done in time to make it to the afternoon picnic in
town put on by the local FCS/AgCountry office. That
was our fun summer picnic!
August started out with a couple inches of rain,
which that time was a good thing. So we took a nap!
Aaron’s high school cross country team also started
team practices. He would do his morning chores and
help us get started milking then go run with the team
while it was still cool. Joshua and Michael were also
preparing for our local Taylor County Fair. This year it
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was held during the first weekend of August. We are
members of the Thrifty Go-Getters 4-H club so we
helped decorate the poultry and cattle barn. Joshua
took a Dark Cornish hen – she won a blue ribbon,
and he earned 3rd place in Senior Showmanship!
This was pretty exciting since this was the first year
the boys have exhibited. His 2-year-old heifer was
one of our cattle that came down with foot rot this
summer, so Joshua was disappointed he couldn’t
show her. He couldn’t show his vegetables either as
they didn’t meet the minimum size requirements.
But he enjoyed helping his friends with their cows.
Michaels’s cucumbers also weren’t big enough so
they got a white ribbon, but his beautiful carrots
won a blue so he was happy. Both boys’ vegetables
were from their own gardens, not even the big family
garden. They also do their own work on their other
projects, so we are proud of them for fully earning
their awards. Michael also got a blue ribbon on his
antler hay hook. One day he found a deer antler and
decided it would make a good hay hook for moving
hay bales. With a little help from Dad to sharpen a
point and Grandma Cathy to tie a leather strap into
a knot, he had himself an antler hay hook. He used it
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too! Our whole family worked at the 4-H food stand,
and then the fair was over until next year.
The cucumber harvest started about a week later.
Those 20-some hills yielded more than 63 gallons
of various pickles by the end of the growing season
in September. Using my mom’s tried-and-true
dill pickle recipe with onion, garlic and Hungarian
pepper, we canned 160 quarts. We made sun pickles
in crocks using a recipe handed down from my
grandma. There were also many gallons of sliced
cukes – also my mom’s recipe.
While we were preserving the garden’s bounty,
Melvin Company came with their excavation
equipment to raise and level our cow lane, farmyard
and driveway. Besides us, the cows, horses and
machinery will really appreciate not slogging through
the mud. Mud is stressful for people and animals,

especially the milking cows and their cleanliness.
It was a good time to start training our 2-year-old
horses Rolly and Reva to work in harness. Rolly is out
of Red and Holly, while Reva is out of Red and Eve.
Since we’ve raised them from birth, they have only
known us, this farm and their herd mates. Therefore,
good ground manners were already well engrained
along with simple voice commands and wearing the
harness. We hitched Rolly with his mother Holly,
then later Reva with her mother Eve. This worked
out really great because their mothers gave them
confidence, a good example and sometimes a stern
“ears laid flat back better knock that off mom look.”
Their first day at work went very smoothly with no
upsets or troubles. We used them on light loads, and
they became integrated into the working teams.
Hannah foaled with a pretty little filly we named

Joshua won a blue ribbon with his Dark Cornish hen and Michael earned a white and blue ribbon with his
cucumbers and carrots at the Tarylor County 4-H Fair.
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Anna. She was born in the morning with no problems.
Her sire is Billings and since Billings was gone, we
were extra grateful for another of his offspring.
Billings sired Ricky, Billeve, Salem and Anna and we
hoped Pepper and Holly were carrying a couple more
babies.
By mid-August it was time to register the boys
for school again. It seems like they had just
finished school. It was also time for our annual
organic inspection. Despite having our paperwork
completely organized and ready, the inspection took
well over six hours. Meanwhile, Aaron, Joshua and
Michael worked on their own, fixing the lawn mower
and getting the chopper ready for chopping corn
silage in the fall. They did well! Our dairy farm is
annually inspected by the state of Wisconsin and
must always be ready for a federal inspection. This
organic inspection is the most complex and detailed,
however, and includes the entire farm, not just the
parlor and milk house. The inspector verifies all
paperwork, animals, buildings, crops and stored
feeds. This is why being “certified organic” means
something. It is very frustrating to see people playing
with words to dupe the consumer into thinking a
product is organic without being certified! I guess
the farmer’s honesty and integrity still trumps all.
That’s why I say, “Know your farmer,” or just grow all
your own food.
Our early cabbage matured so we shredded up
50 pounds for sauerkraut. It went in a big crock to
ferment slowly. It keeps well that way for several
months, even a year, but we usually open it sometime
during the winter. It’s the same storage concept as
haylage or corn silage; I suppose it could be called
krautlage! We also made a couple gallons of coleslaw.
Aaron ran in his first cross country meet of the
season and also played his trombone for some
football games and parades. We enjoy cheering him
on when we can make it to see him. We all baled
more small squares of hay and bedding. Baling,
stacking on the wagon, loading on the elevator
and stacking in the haymow are, again, the essence
of summer. It’s usually hot, often rain is predicted
and everyone pitches in to help. The thought of
throwing down bales from a full haymow to feed
the animals on a blustery cold winter night and then
watching them munch contentedly makes a farmer
feel wealthy and prepared. There is nothing like it.
Meanwhile, Michael got to use his antler hay hook
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that he made for the county fair. He was proud of
his creation! Watching Aaron and Joshua stack hay
reminds me that I’m not as young as I once was. It is
such a blessing for Jason and I to watch our children
grow up healthy and strong. Putting up dry hay is
a good job and as always, everyone slept well that
night.
One evening, Joshua saw two barn owls in the hay
loft. We didn’t even know they were around here.
We’ve heard a screech owl occasionally, but this pair
was new. We thought this was pretty cool until we
realized our batch of meat birds in the front yard
seemed smaller. We had not been doing a daily head
count, or this would have been caught sooner. For
whatever reason, varmints have been really enjoying
them. Apparently, this final batch of chicks tasted the
best. Joshua had already taken care of a skunk and a
couple raccoons, then we thought a mink or weasel
was helping themselves. So this chicken group was
moved to the front lawn within a fortress of 3-foothigh electrified poultry netting and an electric wire a
couple inches off the ground. They were in their hoop
house at night. The dogs were told to protect them,
but must have fallen asleep. So Joshua set up a game
camera in their yard. We saw a great picture of a
beautiful owl right outside the chickens’ hoop house.
No wonder they seemed scared every morning! They
probably drew straws for who roosted closest to the
doorway! So then we boarded up the hoop house
every night, the owls went elsewhere to find an easy
meal, and the chicken fortress was further fortified.
We got a light frost on August 25th. It didn’t hurt
anything but reminded us why we put feed up. Our
horse herd had been without a stallion for a month.
Losing Billings was a terrible blow – not just for his
siring abilities but also for the work he got done.
Jason was devastated at losing his partner and
contemplated not buying another stud. Then a man
from north Washington with whom he spoke with
occasionally, called up to visit and mentioned that
he had an 8-year-old 50 percent Brabant stallion for
sale and asked if Jason want to buy him. This man
didn’t even know Billings died. So Jason put a lot
of thought into the different options and decided to
buy this unknown Brabant stallion from Washington.
Winter snows would make travel through the
mountain passes unpredictable soon. School would
also be starting up again soon for our boys. So we
needed to figure things out and get going. We traded
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our problematic Ford diesel in for a
2016 Dodge truck to pull the trailer for
the long road trip, and it would also
serve us well on the farm and for horse
logging. By September 1st, Jason, Aaron
and Grandma Cathy headed out for the
big adventure with a yearling stud colt
out of Billings (Ricky) and a springing
Jersey heifer. They stopped in Montana
to deliver and sell Ricky then continued
to Washington. The heifer was traded
in on the new stallion. Jason suspected
that this horse was not handled much,
but wasn’t prepared for what he found.
The ranch itself was difficult to access.
It was a good thing that Jason is a great
driver and can back a truck and trailer
pretty much anywhere. Amongst the
mountains, barely used driveway, drop
offs and no turnaround, he got backed
into the yard near the lot with the stud.
Our new horse, which we later named
Conan, had absolutely no intention of
loading into a trailer and leaving his
screaming herdmates. The previous
owner had a halter on him but had never
done anything with him. Jason was a
stranger, Conan had never been taught
simple ground manners or commands,
never been in a trailer and the weather
was very hot. We hope Conan’s build
and Jason’s plans for him breeding our
mares next season will make all these
efforts worth it. Conan was a perfect
specimen of Brabant body form.
Although he had never been in harness,
he had climbed up and down the steep
terrain and instinctively taken care of
himself and his herd for many years.
He was so muscular and unbelievably
fast and agile for a big horse. At that
time, he did not show the calm, easy
mind that we so value in our horses,
but Jason saw potential. After much
patience and effort, they successfully
got Conan loaded; then Jason drove
back down the mountain and headed
home. Jason drove much of the round
trip with Aaron and Cathy taking turns Jason with the new stallion, Conan, learning his manners.
June/July 2018
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as well. It was not a vacation, especially on the return
trip; Conan was completely out of his comfort zone
and Jason wanted to get him to our farm ASAP. They
did stop along the interstate to buy me some sweet
Washington cherries though. What a wonderful
husband! We ended up eating a lot fresh before I
dried and brandied the rest.
Joshua, Michael and I held down the fort at home.
Joshua plowed some, but the soil had become dry
and hard. A rain would take care of that problem. We
also picked elderberries and made a couple gallons of
elderberry tonic to help keep us healthy during the
coming winter months. It did rain, and the plowing
was finished. We planted wheat on these fields a
week later. School started up again for Aaron, Joshua
and Michael. Jason also started groundwork with
Conan. As we got to know him, we saw again that

Jason teaching Conan to respond to lines and verbal
commands.
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Jason leads Conan with Joshua on the lines during early training.
his training needed to start at square one. Conan
had absolutely no manners – with humans or other
horses. He had never been under a roof or in a stall;
our lush green grass was a novelty. His name Conan
was very fitting. He was 8 years old but knew far less
than our yearling colts about socializing and life on
a farm. Jason compared him to a 40-year-old man
who was just let out of a closet. A couple good things
were that he had never got away from Jason, nor did
he seem malicious. He latched onto Jason during this
upheaval in his life and came to trust him. Conan
was a thinker and intelligent and gradually learned
that striking out in self preservation to each new
thing offered him was unacceptable and unnecessary.
Jason said he is more like a common stud horse than
the well-mannered and useful studs we have raised
and trained here. However, through patience and
some help from our friends Jeane and Abner, Conan
slowly and surely acclimated to civilized life.
Farm life does indeed go on. We usually get a
killing frost in September and then usually a few
nice weeks after that. Fall rains make muddy fields
because the cooler weather, humidity, and clayish
soils don’t allow the moisture to evaporate this late
in the growing season. So getting fall fieldwork done
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is a priority. The cool and wet spring made a slow
and late start to the growing season, consequently
we really need a long, warm fall. September 9th was
the first good freeze but it didn’t stop plant growth,
just slowed it down a bit. The second through fourth
weeks of September were beautiful. Over the years of
improving our soil’s health and raising the brix (sugar)
levels, we’ve noticed that our crops and gardens can
withstand colder temperatures than they used to.
Despite the frost, the corn and forages continued
growing, as did the garden tomatoes and cucumbers –
both of which would be expected to die immediately.
As the month progressed, it was amazing to watch
the cucumber plants wither away and yet still
produce many good cucumbers. Although we gave
away bushels of cukes, we still had an unbelievable
yield. The tomatoes also started ripening by mid
September, so vegetable preservation was in full
swing. Although I’m responsible for the garden and
putting up our family’s food supply, that is by no
means a one-person show. The whole family helped
between school, regular farm chores, and fieldwork.
Besides the tremendous help the boys give, it is very
important for me to know that when they become
adults they will each be able to feed themselves and
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their families. They will remember the experiences
of actually doing these things step by step. They may
not choose to go for the same scale of gardening.
Especially when our entire kitchen table gets
repeatedly covered with cleaned and sorted cukes
ready for pickling. Making third-crop hay became
a nice change of pace. We spent several beautiful
days mowing, raking and baling balage. Then tomato
season began with 27 quarts of medium salsa. In the
following weeks we canned various salsas, soup, juice,
ketchup and spaghetti sauce. The third and fourth
weeks of September were big garden days. Among
other things, we canned and froze sweet corn, dried
apple slices and canned zucchini jam.
The new hoop barn project had been on hold.
The concrete work was completed, all the coffin
blocks were in place, and the waterer and headlocks
had been installed for a while. On September 13th
a semi pulled in the driveway with the rest of the
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barn neatly loaded on it. The pipe framework and
rolled-up plastic roof was unloaded and set off to the
side. The pipe framework pieces were put together
and then lifted into place and firmly attached to
the concrete blocks and each other. The plastic for
the roof and sides was divided in half. The east half
was unrolled and laid on the south side of the barn
with four ropes connecting it to two skid steers
and two telehandlers on the north side of the barn.
Then the cover was carefully pulled up and over the
pipe framework. One guy, who had climbed up in
the framework, watched and guided Jason and the
other guys in the vehicles so it came over evenly
and straight and didn’t catch on anything. Truly
amazing to watch! Then the guys attached it snugly
to the framework and concrete blocks. A few days
later, the entire process was repeated with the west
half of the barn. Then sand was put in as a base for
the compost area of the barn. We planned a barn
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warming party for October 1st. It will be fun to get
our neighborhood, friends and family together for a
potluck. And besides, once the cows are brought in,
the barn will never be this clean and new again!
Our yearly visit from Dr. John Popp took place
towards the end of September. He is our Fleckvieh
semen salesman from Canada and comes to
Wisconsin for the World Dairy Expo. We always
enjoy his visits, as he has become a good friend. We
combine his knowledge with our vision of producing
cattle that excel in the areas of grassfed (no grain)
milk production, high milk solids (butterfat and
protein) and low maintenance animals. We have
found that our Fleckvieh/Jersey cross animals fit this
plan as well as the added benefit of excellent carcass
yield for the value added product of meat. We
celebrated his visit by taking a break from canning
that day. Even though we are very grateful for the
bountiful harvest, we were all glad for a break.
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Our town and high school of Medford had a
homecoming parade. All the kids had options of how
to participate. Aaron helped with the cross-country
float and Joshua helped with the FFA float. All the
school children, including Michael, and the general
public could be spectators and candy catchers. Aaron
played trombone with the marching band – which is
always awesome. Joshua was among several kids on
the FFA float. He brought along a chicken and Big
John, the young big-eyed bull calf, for the ride. It was
a fun afternoon.
Jason and Joshua bought a crossbow together, and
Joshua got a license for the bowhunting deer season.
Joshua went to his deer stand for his first hunt of
the season on September 30th. He took a great shot
and got a real nice six-point buck. He was so excited.
What a way to end September!
The Julian family dairy farm is in Medford, Wis.
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